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Chapterr 5 

Thee Sequential Pattern 

WeWe use only the finest baby frogs, dew picked and flown from Iraq, cleansed in 
finestfinest quality spring water, lightly killed, and then sealed in a succulent Swiss 
quintuplequintuple smooth treble cream milk chocolate envelope and lovingly frosted with 
glucose. glucose. 
ThatThat is as may be, it is still a frog. 

inin Monty Python's Flying Circus. 

U sually,, the act of applying a morphological operator to an input image pro-
ducess a new image afterwards. It has been shown in the chapter 4 that the 
conventionall  way of applying such an operator does not involve any kind of 

orderingg relation of the image data since it can be performed in parallel to all pixel 
elementss at the same time. Indeed, it is then expected that the results would be the 
samee even when a morphological operator is performed sequentially [12] [13]. 

Whenn sequential algorithm implementations are addressed in mathematical mor-
phology,, an operator is identified with a specified scanning order of the image data 
array.. A pixel sequencing operator can be used to uniquely specify such a scanning 
order.. Generally, the scanning order used is the forward scan, top left, bottom right, 
withh the backward scan traversing the pixels in reverse order. Image pixels are then 
bestt stored corresponding to that order. One of the most evident differences between 
variouss types of morphological algorithm implementations arises from the order in 
thee execution of consecutive operations. 

AA scanning order or pixel sequencing is, therefore, a sequence of pixel positions 
withoutt duplication. 

Thee result of a sequential morphological operator depends not only on the input 
pixelss associated with each input location but also on one or more output values 
computedd previously in the same scan. Due to this recursive characteristic, one can 
reducee the computational costs compared to a parallel addressing. 

Iterativee morphological operators are introduced in this chapter in order to formal-
izee the sequential addressing the pixels. One of the main properties of such operators 
iss the fact that applying them more than once to a particular image does not produce 
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112 2 Chapterr 5. The Sequential Pattern 

anyy change in the results. Many operations of the sequential pattern will be applied 
iterativelyy until idempotence is reached. Sequential implementations for erosions and 
dilationss are then described based on the complete lattice framework [29] [30]. One 
off  the key points in this chapter is to provide an answer to the following problem 
statement:: Is there a way to prove that erosions and dilations, following a sequential 
implementation,implementation, reach stability after a number of iterations for any sequencing opera-
tor?tor? Note, however, that the focus is not in sequential operators as such, but in those 
sequentiall  operators that are equivalent to the parallel ones, i.e. if both are iterated 
untill  stability. 

Distancee transform and reconstruction are main examples of the recursive class 
off  algorithms. They are used as leading examples for the application of the sequen-
tiall  pattern to the design of morphological operators. The implementation is also 
describedd with an eye on the sequential pattern representation, linking the mathe-
maticall  theory with code implementation. 

Thee sequential algorithm pattern presented in this chapter is considered as a step 
towardss the design and implementation of efficient morphological operators. The 
genericc pattern made by its basic building blocks (iterator, pixel lattice, and ad-
junction)) is reused in order to obtain a sequential representation that addresses the 
necessaryy requirements for its description and consequent implementation, making a 
tightt connection with the complete lattice framework discussed in chapter 3. 

Algorithmicc patterns should be documented, stored, and later reused in software 
development.. This is one reason for the construction of a pattern library, including 
patternss for morphological image processing that are often used in the design of 
operatorss and applications. Image processing software developers facing a specific 
problemm like designing a morphological filter by reconstruction should be able to easily 
findd a matching pattern that provides a solution from the pattern library. Such library 
wouldd contain a list of specific patterns including the sequential pattern, presented in 
thiss chapter. 

Thee organization of the rest of this chapter is described as follows: section 5.1 
startss by giving the necessary foundations that are used along the text. Next, the 
iterativee morphological operators are discussed. Section 5.2 introduces the sequential 
implementationn for erosions and dilations. The sequential pattern description and 
thee algorithms derived from its application are given in 5.3. Section 5.4 presents 
twoo classical examples of the application of the sequential design pattern namely, 
thee distance transform and the morphological reconstruction. Finally, discussion and 
conclusionss are drawn in section 5.5. 

5.11 Mathematical Preliminaries 

Thee definitions, proofs, lemmas, and propositions described in this section are given 
inn order to set the necessary mathematical background for later sections. Additional 
informationn can be found in [14] [15]. 
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5.1.11 Images, Pixels and Pixel Sequences 

Inn this chapter, an image is a mapping from a discrete domain IE to a complete (pixel) 
latticee £. The exact definition of the pixel lattice C is not relevant here as all our 
resultss are valid for any pixel lattice. 

Thee domain of the images considered in this chapter are rectangular subsets of 
7L7L where d is the dimension of the image. 

Definitio nn 14 Let k = (fei,... , ha) with k{ > 0, Vï, then: 

TLTL dd
kk = { x = ( x i , . . . ,xd) GZr f \0<Xi < k>} 

Everyy pixel in the image thus can be indexed with a multi-index x — ( x i , . .. , xj)- The 
indexx k defines the number of elements in the domain along each of the dimensions. 

Definitio nn 15 The number of pixels in the entire image is denoted as 11*  and is 
givengiven as: 

Definitio nn 16 A pixel sequencing operator is a bijective mapping T : 7Lk —> Z^ fc. 

Efficientt and elegant access to arrays (and similar data structures) is the key to 
manyy algorithms. Access to an image with domain 2f c can be achieved either with 
aa multi-index x € 7Lk or with a scalar index (address) / 6 ^nfc- Take notice that 
II  = F(x) and x — F_ 1( / ) , and that T_1 does exist because V is defined to be a 
bijectivee mapping. 

Thee classical pixel sequencing operators are the row-major and the inverse row-
majormajor for multi-dimensional array data structures, inducing a total ordering on 7Lk. 
Thee row-major sequencing corresponds to a C or C++ style array: the image data 
aree stored first by row, and then by column. The inverse row-major sequencing 
correspondss to a Fort ran or Matlab style array: the image data are stored first by 
column,, and then by row. The row-major and inverse row-major operators are defined 
inn the following. 

Definitio nn 17 Let x — ( x i , . .. ,Xd) be a point in the d-dimensional space 1Lk with 
associatedassociated dimensions k — (k\,..., kd)- The row-major sequencing operator from a 
d-dimensionald-dimensional space into a one-dimensional space is given as follows: 

11 ^*r i j= 1i 
ifif  i = l 

kj+Ti-i(x)kj+Ti-i(x)  ifd>i>2. r.ww = :\.^. , ,„  ,_, r ~ u „  o-D 
Thee respective specializations for two and three dimensions are given by: 

ƒƒ = T2(x) = x2 *h +xi 

II  = T3(x) = x3 *  k2 * ki + x2 * fei + xi 
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Definitio nn 18 Let x — (x\,... ,Xd) be a point in the d-dimensional space 7Lk with 
associatedassociated dimensions k = (ki,... ,kd) and let I be a scalar index address. The inverse 
row-majorrow-major sequencing operator from a one-dimensional space into a d-dimensional 
spacespace is given as follows: 

r." ,(""  = { Q, 
ff  - l / / t , J . *,  ( 

+ii  - [Qi+i/ki\  *ki 

wherewhere Qi is an auxiliary variable used for the recursive computation ofY~l(I) given 
by: by: 

nn _ ƒ It/hi ifi  = d 
WlWl ~ \ LQ.+i/feiJ ifl<i<d  [0-ó) 

Thee respective multi-index for two dimensions is given by: 

XlXl=r^(i)=r^(i)  = J - | i / * i J * * i 

xx22 = T^il) = [I/h\ - LL^/*iJ/*2 j *k2 

andd for three dimensions: 

xxll=Tï=Tï11(I)(I)  = [I/ki\*ki 

xx22=T-\l)=T-\l)  = LVfeiJ - LL^/*iJ/*2 j ** a 

xx33=T^(I)=T^(I) = [I/k1\-[[[[I/k 1\/k2\*k2\/h\*h 

Whenn d > 2, the choice of sequencing scheme becomes more complex. Suppose d = 3 
withh ki = k2 = k3 = 3. There are many possible ways to map the x = (x\,x2,x3) to 
aa scalar index. For instance, two examples are given by: 

T33 = t\ * k2 * k3 + x2 * k3 + x3 

TT33 = xi + x2 * ki + x3 * k\ * k2 

Note,, however, that the number of possible sequencing schemes for a d-dimensional 
dataa is determined by (IlfcO-

Definitio nn 19 Given a sequencing operator T : TLk —» 2n f e the reverse sequencing 
operatoroperator Y_ is defined as: 

Liix)Liix)  = Tnk-i{x) - 1 

Iff  the two-dimensional space is considered, the following sequencing operators are 
oftenn used. Formally: 

Definitio nn 20 The row-major pixel sequencing for two-dimensional space is given 
by: by: 

Ti(x)Ti(x) = x2*  k\ +xi 
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Definitio nn 21 The reverse row-major pixel sequencing for two-dimensional space is 
givengiven by: 

Ux)Ux) = rUk-i(x)-i 

== TUh(x)-ri(x)-i 

==  ki * k2 — {x2 * ki + Xi) - 1 

Definitio nn 22 The downward pixel sequencing: 

I\(a;)) = xi * k2 +x2 

Definitio nn 23 The upward pixel sequencing is defined by: 

r,(x)) = rUk-i(x)-i 
==  Tnk(x)-ri(x)-l 

—— k\ * k2 — (xi * k2 + x2) - 1 

Thee drawings of the four-pixel sequencing previously described are illustrated in 
figurefigure 5.1. 

Figur ee 5.1 Common two-dimensional pixel sequencing representations: (a)forward, 
(b)backward,, (c)downward, and (d)upward. 

(a)) Row-major (b) Row-major (c) Column-major (d) Column-major 
Forwardd Backward Downward Upward 

5.1.22 Iterative Morphological Operators 
Continuityy and idempotence are essential concepts to characterize iterative morpho-
logicall  operators. These concepts described here, when combined with the pixel se-
quencing,, constitute the necessary elements to progress towards the description for a 
sequentiall  implementation. 

Definitio nn 24 Given X € C, X is termed an invariant of 4> if <t>{X)  — X. The set 
ofof invariance of (j>  is called the domain of invariance of (p, and it is written Inv. 

Definitio nn 25 Let C be an arbitrary complete lattice. For <j>  is an increasing and 
anti-extensiveanti-extensive operator on C then: 

 < 0n < <T _1 < -  < 0 < id (5.4) 
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NoteNote that 0n is a decreasing sequence of operators. The limit 0°° of 0" is given by: 

^^  = l\<t>n (5.5) 
n>l l 

Dually,Dually, if <p is an increasing and extensive operator on C then: 

 <Pn+l > <Pn > "  > 0 > id (5.6) 

Thus,Thus, (pn is an increasing sequence of operators and its limit 0°° is given by: 

rr = V <t>n (5-7) 
n>l n>l 

I nn addit ion, if 0n is increasing and anti-extensive, then for every n > 1 0°° < 0n 

andd I n v ^ 0 0) = lnv(0") = lnv(0). By duality, if 0" is increasing and extensive, then 
forr every n > 1 4>x > 0" and lnv(0°°) = lnv (0n) = lnv(0) [15] [16] [17] [18]. 

Def in i t i o nn 26 Let {Xn}^Ll be a sequence in C. Xn \. X (i.e. Xn down-converges 
toto X) if {Xn}

!^L1 is decreasing and X = A n > i ^ n - Dually, Xn t X (i.e. Xn up-
convergesconverges to X) if {Xn}

(^L1 is increasing and X = V n> i Xn- (^ee Proof ^n [M] 
[15].) [15].) 

Def in i t i o nn 27 An increasing operator 0 : C -¥ C is called ^-continuous (i.e. down-
continuous)continuous) if Xn I X implies that 0 ( X n ) 4- (j>(X) for every sequence {Xn}

c^=l  in 
C.C. Dually, it is called ^-continuous (i.e. up-continuo us) if Xn "f X implies that 
0 ( X n )) t 0 ( ^0 for every sequence {X n}^L : in C. (See proof in [14] [15].) 

T h e o r emm 1 Let C be a complete lattice. Therefore, an erosion is ^-continuous and 
aa dilation is ^-continuous. (See proof in [14] [15].) 

Thee reminder of this section deals exclusively with sequences of i terates of some 
fixedd operator 0. The limi t of a sequence 0n , assuming it converges, is denoted by 
V;°°° [14] [15] . 

L e m m aa 2 Let 0 be an operator on a complete lattice C If 0n —> 0°° and 0(0°°) = 
0°°,, then 0OC is idempotent and Inv(0>°°) = lnv(0). 

Proof.. From 00°° = 0°° one derives by induction that 0n0°° = 0°° for every n > 1. As 
0n0°°° -»  0OO0O°, this implies that 0OO0O° = 0°°, and so 0°° is idempotent. 

I tt is proven that lnv(0°°) = lnv(0). First if 0(X) = X, then 4>n{X) = X; hence 
0°°(X)) = X. Conversely, if 0°°(X) = X, then X = 0°°(X) = 00°° (X) = 0(X). This 
concludess the proof.

L e m m aa 3 Let 0 be an operator on the complete lattice C. 
a)a) If 0 is ^-continuous and 0n —> 0°°, then 0°° < 00°°; 
b)b) If 0 is ^-continuous and 0" —> 03 0, then 0°° > 00°°. 
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Proposit ionn 13 Consider an operator (p on the complete lattice C. 
a)a) If (p is l-continuous and anti-extensive, then 0°° = A n>i0n is idempotent; 
b)b) If 4> is t-continuous and extensive, then 0°° = V n>i0n is idempotent. 

Proof,, a) Since 4> is anti-extensive, <fr n+l < (fin, meaning that 4>°° = /\n>i<fr n. From lemma 3 
4>°°4>°° < 4>4>°° is obtained. The reverse inequality is a direct consequence of the anti-extensivity 
off  4>, In addition, 4>°° is idempotent. The proof for b) is easily derived by duality and is 
thereforee omitted (See [16]).

Iterativee morphological operators described in this section cover intuitive notions 
off  idempotence and continuity, items that are needed to describe the sequential im-
plementation,, which is the topic of the following section. 

5.22 The Sequential Implementation 

Thiss section shows that erosions and dilations achieve stability after a certain number 
off  iterations for any pixel sequencing. The study presented in this section employs 
thee pixel sequencing, continuity, and idempotence, which were described previously. 

Definitio nn 28 Let 0 € £E -> £ E (i.e. the set of all functions from Fun (IE, C) to 
Fun(IE,, C)) be an image operator such that for all x e IE: 

(<J>f)(x)(<J>f)(x)  = ${x,{yJ(y)\yelE}) (5.8) 

TheThe operator $ is called the implementation of </>. 

Definitio nn 29 Let 0 be an image operator with implementation $. Then 0r is an 
imageimage operator defined by: 

(0rr f)(x) = $ (x, {yj{y) \ y € E, y > r x} u [y, {4>rf)(y) \yeJE,y<r * } ) (5.9) 

I tt follows from the definition of a sequential implementation that the computation of 
aa new pixel y can be done only after all its predecessor addresses have been computed. 
Thus,, a sequential implementation is not computed in a globally parallel fashion. 

Forr the erosion e € Fun(IE, C) one writes *: 

(ef)(x)(ef)(x) = f\ ex,y{f(y)) 
J/GE E 

wheree ex^y is an erosion in the pixel lattice C (see chapter 3). Using this characteri-
zationn of an erosion, one applies definition 29 to get: 

(êrf)(x)(êrf)(x) = /\eXty{f(v))* A e ^ ^ / ) ( y ) ) (5.10) 
y>xy>x y<x 

"Thiss chapter uses the notation {ex,y,dy,x) instead of (e{x,y),6(y,x)) for typographical reasons. 
Notee that {ex,y,dy,x) forms an adjunction. 
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Forr the dilation 6 £ Fun(IE, £) one writes: 

wheree dx  ̂ is a dilation in the pixel latt ice C. Take notice that the pair of pixel 
latt icee erosion and dilation (ex ,y , dyx) should form an adjunction in order to keep the 
adjunctionn in the image latt ice A — {e,S). 

Byy using this characterization of a dilation the definition 29 can be applied to 
obtain: : 

(&rf)(x)(&rf)(x)  = \Jdx,tt(f(y))v\J dx,y((6rf)(y)) (5.11) 
y>iy>i y<x 

Notee that that y G IE has been omit ted and the T subscript in the ordering of 
pixell  position for both equations 5.10 and 5.11 has been dropped. 

P r o p o s i t i onn 14 Let e be an erosion, thenèr is an erosion as well for any sequencing 

operatoroperator T. 

Proof.. The operator er is an erosion in case it distributes over the infimum of a collection 
off  images ër{/\ieI fï) — Aig/ £r{/») for some index set I and preserves the lattice maximum. 

Considerr the application of the sequential operator (irf)(x) to a collection of images ƒ,. 
Forr the base case, x = x\\ 

f\{èf\{èrrfi))(xi)fi))(xi)  = A A  e- i-y(/dtf)) A A c-i.y((^r/i)(!») : 

== A ( A t'i.vUdv): 

==  A [**i.y(A^yy 

==  (èr(/\fi))lxi) 

Now,, assume by hypothesis that 

m/\fi))(x)m/\fi))(x)  = (/\{irfi))(x) 
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iss true for x\ < x < xn. Then, for x = xn+\: 

(/\(irfi)Hx(/\(irfi)Hx nn + i) = A A e« « + i . » ( A ( » ) )A A e-™+i.i»(( r̂ ƒ*)(»)) 
' 6 // «6/ \ w > - n + i V<*n+l 

AA U,n + 1.w( A/<(!/) ) A A (e-n+i.»((A(^/<))(y)) 

AA h - „ + i . » (A > A A U-n+i .y((e>(A f i))(y)) 
V>*n+11 V ^ / / V<* n + 1 \ i£I 

==  (êr(/\fi))(xn + i) 

Sincee the base case is true for x = x\ and the inductive step is true, (£r(Aie/ fi))(x) 
(f\iei(Èrfi))(x)(f\iei(Èrfi))(x) is true for all x\ < x < xy[  Being true for all elements in the se-
quence,, then ir{f\ i€Ifi) = f\ieI(êrfi) holds. 

Moreover,, the sequentially implemented erosion preserves the lattice maximum 
(V^)) since ër(f\ieI fi) = Aiei^rifi) =  Vz;- Therefore £> is an erosion for any 
sequencingg operator I \

Propositionn 15 Let S be a dilation, then or is a dilation as well for any sequencing 
operatoroperator I \ 

AA similar proof can be easily derived for the dilation and is therefore omitted. 
Thee remainder of this section concentrates only at the general erosion e. Propo-

sitionss and proofs for dilations are left to the reader. In the following, it wil l become 
clearr in which sense continuity properties of operators play a role in establishing 
convergencee of sequences of iterates of a given operator <f>. 

Propositionn 16 Let £ be an erosion and é"r its sequential implementation. Then 

Proof. . 

ee = e 

ee > e(e) 

ee > en 

ee >

ee > ) 

Byy combining this result with lemma 3, one observes that e(e°°) > £°° > £(e°°). Conse-
quently,, e°° = e(e°°). A similar proof for ë™ — ëriëf) is easily obtained and therefore 
omittedd here.

P r o p o s i t i onn 17 Let ëy be the sequential version of an erosion e. Assume that both 
erosionserosions are anti-extensive. Then, êp° = £ £ p. 
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Proof. . 

(*P+1ƒ)(* )) = / \ ex,y((ëïf){y)) A / \ ex,y((è
n
r
+1 f)(y)) 

==  A ex,y((Ê?+1/)(V)) A A e*,v(&+1f)iv)) 
y>xy>x y<x 

y y 

==  e((ènr+1f)(y)) 

Att this point, since (ë$+l  f)(x) = e((i^+1 f)(y)), one derives by induction that (i^f)(x) = 
^(êr**  ƒ)(»))  Being true for all x <E Zf it can be rewritten to (i™ƒ) = e(êrV). Therefore, 
êp33 — £(êr°)' This concludes the proof.

P r o p o s i t i onn 18 Let ër be the sequential version of an erosion e. Assume that both 
erosionserosions are anti-extensive. Then, ër < s. 

Proof.. Consider £r equation as follows: 

(èrf)(x)(èrf)(x) = A ex,y{f{y)) A A et,v{(ërf){y)) 
y">xy">x  y<% 

Sincee (èrf)(x) < id one may write 

(ërf)(x)(ërf)(x) < A e*,v(f(v)) A A ^M(v)) 
y>xy>x y<x 

<<  /\ex,y(f(y)) 
y y 

<<  (ef)(x) 

Consequently,, ër < £ a nd this concludes the proof,

P r o p o s i t i onn 19 Let ër be the sequential version of an erosion e. Assume that both 
erosionserosions are anti-extensive. Then, e00 < ër-

Proof.. Let y\, ?/2, , y™ be a sequence of pixels in Z^. Consider the erosion e given by: 

(£ƒ)(*)) = /\ex,y(f(y)) 

Thenn en leads to: 

(£(£nnf)(x)f)(x) = f\/\.../\(ex,y1eyi<y2...eyn_1,yTt{f(yn))) 
y\y\ V2 yn 

Thee erosion at step n + 1 yields: 

(e(en+1n+1f){x)f){x) = A A " - A (e*.wi evi.V2 n+i(f(yn+i))) 
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Thiss may be also written as: 

(e(en+1n+1f)(x)f)(x) = f\ ex,yi l / \ . . . /\{evl,y2...eVn,Vn+1(f(yn+i)))\ A 
K ! > xx \V2 Vn + 1 / 

AA  ex>Vl \ / \  A (e!/1^2---el/r1,3/n + l ( /(y« + l))) J 
yi<xyi<x \ y2 S/n + 1 / 

== A e*.*i((eB/)(yi))A A ^^i((^/)(yO) 

Iff  both the first part of the previous equation and the first part of the sequential version of 
ann erosion e at y\ are compared: 

(ërf)(x)(ërf)(x) = A e*.v i( / (?/ i )) A A e^ i ( ( ^ r / ) ( y i ) ) 
j / i > xx yi<x 

onee gets that: 

AA  ^vA(enf)M) < A ^ydfivi)) 
y\>xy\>x y\>x 

smce(esmce(ennf)(yi)<f(yi). f)(yi)<f(yi). 
Now,, extending /\yi<xex,yi((e

n f)(yi)): 

/\e/\exx,,yiyi((e((ennf)(yi))f)(yi)) = A e*™ I A ^ ^ ( ( ^ / X ^ ) ) A A ^ ^ ( ( e V X ï f e )) I 
l / l < xx J / l <z \ ï / 2 > yi 1/2 < VI / 

== A A (e^ i e^2((^7)M)) A 

AA A (e*,*i e*i.»2((en/)(Ste))) 
^1<XX 3/2<2/l 

311(11 Aï ,1 < a !
e*, ï i ( (êr /)(y i ) ) , one obtains: 

AA e^,y i ((ê/)(yi)) = A e ^ i ( A ei / i^2(/(y2))A A eyi,y2((ëf)(y2))\ 
y\<xy\<x y\<*  \vi>y\ yz<vi } 

==  A A ( ^ i ^ ^ t / M ) ) A A A (e^^ieJ/i^2((^/)(ï/2))) 
yi<*yi<*  V2>vi yi<x < / 2 < J /I 

Therefore,, one notes that: 

AA A (e*.*i e*i.* 2((e
n/)(l/2))) < A A (e^»ievi.M(/(W2))) 

Now,, assume that: /\yi<x f\y2<yi  Ay^y^, (ex,yieyi,ya .. Vk_l,Vk((e
nf)(yk))) < 

A ^ o ,, A * ^  ASfc>y*- i (e*-vi evi.M  ^ - i . v J ^ / X y * ) ) ) for yfc < x,yfc > yfc-! . 
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Then,, by extending both sides of the inequality for yk + \ one gets that 

AA A  A ( e* . l F l * » l . V 2 - k_1.yk((s'lf}(yk + l))) 
yi<*yi<*  j / 2 < yi Vk>Vk-i 

== A A A e*-SMeWl -W2  eyk-i-vk 

AA ey f c . y f c + 1 ( ( c n / ) ( ( / f r + i j ) A A ey f c , J / f c + 1( ( c n / ) ( j / f c + 1 ) ) 

Vfcc + l^Vf c yk + i<yk 

AA A  A A * ' - .» i É ,] ; i .W2- - - ' ,» fc - i . I r f c e» fc .Wfc+ i ( ( f T , / ) ( ! / f c + i ) ) A 

y i < * y 2 < y ii  n - < » * : -1 w* + i >v;t 

AA A  A A ^ . i n ^ i . i r a el 7 1- i . i r f c *!/*,.Vf c + i f U V K l / f c + l ) ) 
V l < ^ i / 2 < y ii  H < H - l ! ' H l < ! ' ' t 

and d 

AA A  A ( e - . v i e ï i . i » 2 f c ( ( ^ / ) ( y f c + i ) ) ) 
»ii  o i /2<yi yfc>i / fc- i 

== A A '  A e*-y i  es a . »2  ewfc-i-iif c 
yii  <z y 2< ! / l Vfc <Vfc- l 

AA  eVfc 1 ( / (? /*  + i ) ) A A ey f c .y f c + 1 ( ( ^ n ( f f c + i ) ) 
yfcc + i>Wfc j/fc + i<yf c 

AA A A A e - . * i e y i y2
evk-1-yk<'yk.yk+1{f(yk+l))  A 

» I < 1 » 2 < Ï II  yfc<Vfc-i Wi + i >vk 

A A AA  A e « , » i « « i ^2 evk-i,yk
eyk.yk+1((èf)(yk+i)) 

y i < ^ y 2 < y ii  yfc<yfc_i y^ + i <y* , 

yielding: : 

AA A  A A e*.»ielM.»2 e?/fc-1.!/fc
e!/ fc.^ + l((e

7l/)(yfr + l)) 
J U OO s>2<yi Vfc<yfc- i yk+i>yk 

-- A A  A A e*^e yi,y2---eyfc_l lVfc e>fc,yfc+1(/(y* +1)) 
ï i < ^ y 2 < K ii  yk<yk-i yk+i>yk 

Sincee the base case is true for yi > x and the inductive step is true, 

AA A  A A e=-wie»i.i'2---e»fc_1.yfcej,fc,j,fc+1((e
n/)(j/ fc+i)) 

yi<*yi<*  yz<vi yk<yk-i yk+i>y k 

-- A A  A A e*^i ewi.M--- ei/fe-i.!/feej,fc.»fc+i(/(ï/*+i) ) 
y\<*y\<*  y-z<yi yk<yk-i yk+i>y k 

iss true for all yt < x, y/t+i > y*. 
Iff  the limi t when j/fe+i = ym is considered, it is easily seen that the inductive step is also 

truee for yk < x,ym > Vk- However, there is no such yk < x,ym < y*.. This leads to the 
conclusionn that: 

ieiennf){x)f){x) < (êrf)(x) 

£°°° < ër 
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P r o p o s i t i onn 20 Let ër be the sequential version of an erosion e. Assume both ero-

sionssions are anti-extensive. Then e°° = £r{£°°)-

Proof.. Prom proposition 19 one has: 

ee0000 < ër 

e^iee^ie0000)) < Erie00) 

£°°° < ër(£°°) 

Onn the other hand, proposition 18 tells that: 

èrèr < £ 

êr(£°°)êr(£°°) < e(6°°) 

ër(e°°)) < £°° 

Therefore,, £°° < ër(e°°) < e°° which means that s°° = êr (e°° ). 

T h e o r emm 4 Given an erosion e. Then, for any sequencing operator T e°° = ëfP. 

Proof.. From proposition 19 one has that: 

e™ e™ 

£r{££r{£ ) 

6 6 

er(e°°) er(e°°) 
OO O 

e e 

< < 

< < 

< < 

< < 

< < 

èr èr 

êr(£r) ) 

£r(£r) ) 

ëv(èr(èr)) ëv(èr(èr)) 

£r r 

Fromm proposition 18 one obtains: 

ërër < £ 

ër**  < £°° 

Therefore,, e°° < êf < e°° yielding e°° = cf?.

T h e o r emm 5 Let <p be an operator on a complete lattice C. 
a)a) If 4> is increasing, anti-extensive, and ^-continuous then <p°° is an opening with 

lnv(0°°)) = lnv (0); 

b)b) If <j>  is increasing, extensive, and ^-continuous then 0°° is a closing with lnv(0°°) = 

lnv(0). . 

Proof.. It suffices to show that 0</>°° = 0°°. Indeed, this implies that <pn<t>°°  = <f>°°,  and 
hencee that: 

n>\n>\ n>\ 

AA similar proof can be derived for b).
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T h e o r emm 6 Let Ti,....Y  ̂ be sequencing operators and let e G S. Then e00 = 

(êr(êr11ërër22---£r---£rnn))
ococ--

Proof.. Since the operators are increasing and anti-extensive, one may write: 

££ = £ [E (...{£ ) ) ) 

However,, from theorem 4 one gets that £°° = i^ for any sequencing operator V. Therefore: 

ooo _ ~oo _ ~oc _ ~oo 

ee — eFl — £r 2 — eTn 

e™e™ = èr*(er2(...(ër°J)) 
e°°° = (êr1(êr2(...(êrj))°° 
££ — (^rj^rs -£rn ) 

Theoremm 7 Lei r i , . . . , ^ be sequencing operators and let S € S. Then S°° = 

AA similar proof for this theorem can be obtained for the dilation Ö. 
Thee main characteristic of a sequential strategy when applied to morphological 

operatorss is that before an image pixel can be processed, it is mandatory to know 
thee result of the treatment of all the preceding pixels in the scanning beforehand. 
Moreover,, the resulting value for each individual pixel has an influence on the value 
off  all points processed after it, in contrast with the parallel strategy described pre-
viously.. Parallel and sequential algorithms are mathematically equivalent, and the 
latterr should be competitive in processing time when a conventional computer is em-
ployed. . 

Thiss section has shown that erosions and adjoint dilations achieve stability after 
aa certain number of iterations for any pixel sequencing. Therefore, erosions and 
dilationss can be successfully constructed using a sequential implementation, reaching 
stabilityy after a number of iterations for any sequencing operator. 

5.33 The Sequential Pattern 

Thee focus of this section is on the description of the sequential pattern and its basic 
buildingg blocks as well as algorithmic representations derived from the sequential 
implementation. . 

Inn morphological image processing applications, it is known that a large number of 
iterationss among elementary operations might be necessary to get the result. These 
operatorss are frequently iterated until stability is reached or until a certain condition 
iss met. Additionally, a huge amount of neighborhood computations is performed for 
anyy single iteration. This is why the design of these elementary operators should 
bee planned well. To that end, it is observed that a large quantity of pixel values 
iss left unchanged after a number of iterations. Therefore, reducing the number of 
pixelss involved in any iteration is a proper approach, one of which is the sequential 
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approach.. This approach is used in [4] [9] [21] [26] [31] [44] among others. An 
algorithmm representation for equation 5.10 (sequential implementation of the erosion 
operator)) is given in figure 5.2. 

Figur ee 5.2 Sequential implementation of the erosion algorithm until stability. Take 
noticee that both inner loops for the forward scan and backward scan are used to 
performm neighborhood operations within N, i.e. Nfw and Nbw respectively. 

repeat t 
Forwardd Scan 
forr  all (pixel x 6 Dj) do 

forr  all (pixel y € N(x) : y < x) do 
f(x)f(x) = min{e(x,y)f{y)) 

endd for 
endd for 
Backwardd Scan 
forr  all (pixel x € Df) do 

forr  all (pixel y € N(x) : y > x) do 
f{x)f{x) = min(f(x),min(£{x,y)f(y))) 

endd for 
endd for 

unti ll  (stability is reached) 

Thee erosion algorithm given in figure 5.2 contains elementary information that 
needss to be described in order to produce a sequential pattern. Just like the parallel 
pattern,, this information includes the following elements: 

 iterator : an iterator is a fundamental structure that abstracts the process of 
movingg through a finite set of elements. This pattern includes a pair of iterators, 
usuallyy (forward, backward) that operate on data structures (e.g. images). Note 
thatt other pixel sequencing using the pair (upward, downward) can also be 
employed; ; 

 pixel lattice: the pixel lattice C includes, among other elements, the value set 
VV and the ordering <, the notions of the supremum operator V and infimum 
operatorr f\ working on subsets of V. The largest of all elements in V is called 
latticee supremum (denoted as \Jc) while the smallest of all elements in V is 
calledd lattice infimum (denoted as f \ c ) . All these elements must be explicitly 

definedd by £ = (V,<,V, A, V c i A J ; 

 adjunction: the sequential implementation of the erosion in the image lattice 
(irf){x)(irf){x)  is included in the algorithm in figure 5.2. For any sequential erosion, 
theree exist an adjoint sequential dilation. This pair of sequential operators is 
calledd an adjunction A = (e,S,N) (see chapter 3). Note that N is explicitly 
includedd in the adjunction in order to specify the number of pixels needed to 
performm neighborhood operations using a forward and backward iterator respec-
tively. . 
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Thee number of iterations needed to reach stability parameterizes algorithms that 
usee the sequential pattern for their representation. For instance, the computational 
complexityy for the forward sequencing is (9(# IE x#Nfw), # IE and #Ar /w being the 
numberr of pixel in IE and #N/W respectively. 

Justt like the parallel pattern, these three elements form the building block repre-
sentationn of the generic sequential pattern. The generic implementation of the algo-
rithmm in figure 5.2 contains all the elements needed to implement sequential operators 
onn Fun(Zd.T/)-

5.44 Case Studies 

Theree are several applications of the sequential pattern to image processing. In math-
ematicall  morphology, distance transforms and reconstruction are as often used as 
erosionss and dilations that they can be considered as elementary building blocks to 
constructt other morphological operators. This section concentrated on these lead-
ingg examples. Such operators are grounded on the theoretical pattern concepts and 
patternn description and can be easily seen as a natural mapping from morphological 
formulass into algorithm representation. Examples of the sequential pattern were ex-
pressedd in terms of instantiations in the iterator, the pixel lattice, and the adjunction. 

Althoughh the underlying ideas are not new, some issues have not been presented 
ass in this chapter. In particular, this applies to the consequent treatment of the 
relationshipp between the complete lattice framework and the design techniques in-
volved,, the description of the morphological sequential pattern, and the observation 
thatt the pattern can be applied to the design and implementation of image processing 
operatorss other than the morphological ones. 

5.4.11 Distance Transform 

Thee distance transform is an operator normally applied to binary images. The erosion 
off  such binary image by a large cone-shaped structuring element produces a grey-scale 
imagee that relates to the input image except for the fact that the intensity values of 
thee feature pixels are changed to show the distance to the closest boundary from 
eachh point [6] [38]. The diameter of the cone-shaped structuring element involved 
inn the erosion process should be greater than the largest gap between two connected 
features.. Erosions as well as dilations with a cone-shaped structuring element are 
computedd as iterative operations with approximations of a unit-radius cone. Any 
successivee iteration of the erosion with a unit-radius cone adds a one-pixel wide ring 
aroundd each one of the features in the image. 

Theree is a very close link between distance transform and medial axis transform 
andd skeletonization. Distance transform can also be used to derive various other 
symmetriess from binary shapes. The distance transform has been included as a step 
inn algorithms with compute the skeleton [2] [22] [27] [35], or the perceptual graph 
[23].. In addition, it is used to compute the ultimate erosion [5] [34]. 

Thee intuitive, but extremely inefficiënt way of obtaining the distance transform is 
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too apply the parallel pattern and perform multiple successive erosions with a suitable 
structuringg element until all foreground regions of the image have been eroded away. 
Iff  each pixel is labeled with the number of erosions that had to be performed before 
itt disappeared, then this is just the distance transform. Consider eroding an input 
imagee ƒ with a cross-shaped structuring function g (e.g. 4-connectivity). Define: 

fnfn — £g{fn-l) 

wheree f0 = f. If the image ƒ is n x n, then after [n/2] successive erosions the 
resultingg image must be all binary-0. Hence, by applying the parallel pattern, the 
distancee transform image d is obtained by: 

[n/2] [n/2] 

d(x,y)d(x,y) = Y  ̂ fnfay) 
n=0 0 

Equivalently,, d(x, y) = \/{n | fn-i(x, y)  ̂ 0} . The number of the operations per pixel 
requiredd to perform the calculation this way is 5 x n/2, since each erosion involves five 
operations.. Obviously, the computational savings obtained by the sequential pattern 
aree relevant. 

Thee computational aspects of the distance transform was studied early in image 
processingg in [1] [8] [28] [31] [32]. When a sequential pattern is considered, the im-
agee data are scanned through a predefined order. Generally, forward and backward 
iteratorss are employed because they simplify memory access in computer implemen-
tations.. However, it might be also true that other scanning orders may be used for 
thee distance transform [39] [40]. 

Thee sequential algorithm presented in [32] computes the distance transform in only 
twoo iterations over the image. The distance transform requires at least a forward 
iteratorr (from top-right to bottom-left) and a backward iterator (from bottom-left 
too top-right). In each iteration s, a subset of the local neighborhood of each pixel, 
specifiedd by a suitable kernel Ms, is examined and the distance d$ is computed by: 

ddss{x,y){x,y) = /\{ds(x + i,y + j) + iP(iJ)\(i,j)£Ms} (5.12) 

wheree ift(i,j)  represents the distance to the neighbor (i, j ) and ds(x + i,y + j) is the 
previouslyy computed distance between that neighbor and the nearest feature pixel. 
Distinctt kernels Mfw and Mbw for forward and backward computations are employed 
respectively.. Such kernels contain the origin and the neighbors for which the distance 
hass been previously computed in the same iterator. 

Figuree 5.3 shows the forward M/w and backward Mbw kernels as well as the 
incrementall  distance function tp(i,j) for the chessboard metric on a square support. 
Thee values of a and b for the function tft(i,j) will determine the maximum error 
betweenn the computed distance and the real Euclidean distance [41] [42]. Common 
valuess are a = 1 and ft = 1 for (chessboard, 8-connectivity), a = 1 and b = +oo 
(c i ty-block,, 4-connectivity) and a — 3, b ~ 4 (chamfer) [26]. 

Thee instantiation of the sequential pattern for the distance transform is given as 
follows: : 
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Figuree 5.3 Forward Mfw, Backward M^w, Downward Mdw, and Upward Muw kernels 
withinn a chessboard metric, and the incremental distance function ip(i,j). 0 marks 
thee origin. 

0 0 0 0 

- 1 00 1 - 1 0 1 - i o 
Mfww Mbw Mdw 

•• i tera tor : The process is conducted by using a forward iterator followed by a 
backwardd iterator until idempotence is reached (i.e. until stability); 

•• pixel lattice: all the elements must be explicitly defined by C = (V, < 
•• V- A' V n f\c)- F° r instance: 

CC = ([0,v],<,\J,f\,v,0) 

wheree v is the biggest distance within the image; 

•• adjunction: the adjunction A — (e,S,N) is given by the classical erosions and 
dilationss given by: 

e,(/)(*)) = A U(V)-9(V-X)} (5-13) 
y£]E,y-xeg y£]E,y-xeg 

SSgg(f)(x)(f)(x) = V if(y)+9(x-y)} (5.14) 
y£lE,x-yeg y£lE,x-yeg 

andd parameterized by a cone shaped structuring function g. 

Thee distance transform is a good example on how the sequential pattern can be 
usedd to implement idempotent erosions. However, not all structuring elements lead 
too converging iterative transforms; the conditions of convergence are discussed in [4]. 
Exampless of some algorithms for computing the sequential distance transform are 
givenn in figures 5.4 and 5.5. 

5.4.22 Morphological Reconstruction 

Reconstructionn is also considered as a fundamental operator. The observation that 
thee reconstruction operator could be implemented using another design technique 
basedd on image scannings until stability was reached gave birth to another important 
applicationn for the sequential pattern. Reconstruction is, perhaps, the most used 

b b 

a a 

b b 

a a 

0 0 

a a 

b b 

a a 

b b 

- 1 00 1 - 1 0 1 

Muw w 
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Figur ee 5.4 Sequential distance transform algorithm applied to flat structuring ele-
mentŝ  ^ 
Note(s)::  Distance transform is determined directly in f. 

Initialize ::  f(x) = +oc if ƒ (x) £ ƒ, f(x) = 0 otherwise. 
repeat t 

Forwardd Scan 
forr  all (pixel x e Dj) do 

forr  all (pixel y E Nfw(x)) do 
iff  (f(x) == 1) then 

f(x)f(x)  = min(f(y)) + 1 
else e 

f(x)f(x)  = 0 
endd if 

endd for 
endd for 
Backwardd Scan 
forr  all (pixel x E Df) do 

forr  all (pixel y G Nbw(x)) do 
ifif  (f(x)\ = 0) then 

/ ( i )=min( / ( i ) , / ( i f )) + l) 
endd if 

endd for 
endd for 

unti ll  (stability is reached) 

operatorr in morphological image processing and image analysis applications. With 
respectt to binary images, reconstruction has been used to remove object features 
connectedd to the image border, hole filling , image labeling, skeleton pruning, and ul-
timatee erosion to name a few [19] [20] [36]. Such applications are rather well known in 
mathematicall  morphology. A large number of other applications involving grey-scale 
imagess have been proposed by [43] [45] like connected filtering, extrema detection, 
domee and basin extraction, minima imposition, and hole filling.  Morphological filters 
byy reconstruction have been proposed in [7]. 

Morphologicall  reconstruction is still being used to generate new morphological 
operators.. For instance, flattenings and levelings are relatively new in mathematical 
morphologyy and make use of the morphological reconstruction operator. They are 
symmetricall  extensions of the openings and closings by reconstruction [24] [25]. Flat-
teningss are simply defined by relations between neighboring pixels and openings and 
closingss by reconstruction. The opening and closing by reconstruction are given by: 

7JK/)) = Pf(cn(f)) 
ms)ms) = p}(ni)) 

Denotingg by g both the reconstruction operators one says that the function g is a 
flatteningg of a function ƒ. In addition, ƒ V g is a closing by reconstruction of ƒ and 
soo is ƒ A g an opening by reconstruction of ƒ. Therefore, both are levelings of ƒ. 
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F i g u r ee 5.5 Sequential distance transform algori thm applied to non-flat structur ing 
elements. . 
N o t e ( s ):: Distance transform is determined directly in f. 

Initialize ::  f(x) — +oo if f{x) g f.f(x) — 0 otherwise. 
r e p e at t 

Forwardd Scan 
forr all (pixel x G Df) do 

forr all (pixel y £ Nfu.(x)) do 
iff  min(f(y) + v(y)) < f(x) then 

f(x)f(x) = min(f(y) + v(y)) 
endd if 

endd for 
endd for 
Backwardd Scan 
forr all (pixel x € Df) do 

forr all (pixel y € A/j,u,(x)) do 
iff  min(f(y) + v(y)) < f(x) t hen 

f(x)f(x) = min(f(y) + v(y)) 
endd if 

endd for 
endd for 

unti ll  (stability is reached) 

Geodesicc operators provide the necessary requirements to define morphological 
reconstruction.. Usually, geodesic operators with a pre-defined structur ing element 
aree often i terated until idempotence is reached. However, the number of i terations 
requiredd for a geodesic dilation to reach idempotence may be large. In fact, when 
workingg with binary images, the number of iterations needed is proport ional to the 
geodesicc length of the longest feature within the image. Both definitions of morpho-
logicall  reconstruction and its dual reconstruction are given in the following. 

Def in i t i o nn 30 (Morpho log i cal Recons t ruc t i on) The reconstruction by dilation 
ofof a mask image g from a marker image ƒ (Df = Dg and ƒ < g) is defined as the 
geodesicgeodesic dilation of ƒ with respect to g until stability is reached and is denoted by 

PgU): PgU): 

P„(f)P„(f)  = V w (5-1 5) 
n>l l 

wherewhere S"(f) — ^ g ( ^ - 1 ( / ) ) is the geodesic dilation with 6g = 61(f) A g. 

Def in i t i o nn 31 (Dual Morpho log ical Recons t ruc t i on) The dual reconstruction 
oror reconstruction by erosion of a mask image g from a marker image ƒ (Df = Dg 

andand f > g) is defined as the geodesic erosion of f with respect to g until stability is 
reachedreached and is denoted by /?!(ƒ)•' 
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n>l l 

wherewhere £„(ƒ) = e\(e^~1{f)) is the geodesic erosion with el(f) — ^1( / ) V j . 

Thee definition for the morphological reconstruction based on geodesic operators 
iss well-provided in the literature [3] [10] [11] [33] [34] [36] [37] [44] [46]. Geodesic 
operatorss make use of two images ƒ and g with domains D/ and Dg. These images 
aree termed marker and mask image respectively. For instance, when the geodesic 
dilationn is performed, the marker image is dilated by the structuring element and 
itss result is constrained to the mask image. In this way, the mask image limits the 
propagationn of the dilation of the marker image. 

Thee direct application of the parallel pattern to the morphological reconstruction 
formulaa leads to inefficient implementations. Consequently, the implementation of 
thee morphological reconstruction using the sequential pattern should be considered. 
Thee sequential pattern for the morphological reconstruction is given as follows: 

•• iterator : The process is conducted by using a forward iterator followed by 
aa backward iterator until idempotence is reached (i.e. until stability). Since 
eachh pass of the forward or backward iterator involves a maximum operation, 
ann association can be made with the dilation operation. A dilation is therefore 
performedd within the respective kernel and its value is updated by the minimum 
withh the corresponding pixel of the mask image g. The process is iterated until 
stabilityy is reached, yielding the reconstructed marker image ƒ; 

•• pixel lattice: all the elements must be explicitly defined by C = (V, < 
,, \J, /\, \/c, f \ c ) . For instance, for binary and grey-scale reconstruction: 

cc = ao.ii.^v.A' 1' 0) 
££ - ([0,255], < , \ / , / \ , 255,0) 

Notee that other integer intervals can be used to compose a new pixel lattice; 

•• adjunction: the adjunction A = (£, Ö, N) is given by the geodesic dilations and 
erosionss embedded in definitions 30 and 31. 

Thee algorithm for computing the sequential reconstruction by dilation of a mask 
imagee g from a marker image ƒ is shown in figure 5.6. 

Thee implementation of the reconstruction algorithm using the sequential pattern 
hass some drawbacks. These drawbacks are imposed by the sequential nature of the 
pattern.. For instance, when a thin and tight spiral covering the whole image is 
reconstructedd from its central point, the number of iterations necessary to achieve 
stabilityy would approach the number of the pixels in the spiral. Besides, just a few 
pixelss would be modified after the two-step scanning. For instance, the computational 
complexityy of the binary morphological reconstruction is based on the number of 
iterationss needed to reach stability, which is proportional to the geodesic length of 
thee longest feature. 
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Figur ee 5.6 The algorithm computes the sequential reconstruction by dilation of a 
maskk image g from a marker image ƒ. 
Note(s)::  Reconstruction is determined directly in f. 

Initialize ::  f(x) — — oc if f(x) (£ f. 
repeat t 

Forwardd Scan 
forr  all (pixel x € Df) do 

forr  all (pixel y £ (Nfw(x) U x) do 
f(x)f(x) = min(g(x),max(f(y))) 

endd for 
endd for 
Backwardd Scan 
forr  all (pixel x £ Df) do 

forr  all (pixel y € {Nbw(x) U x) do 
f(x)f(x) = min(g(x),max(f(y))) 

endd for 
endd for 

unti ll  (stability is reached) 

5.4.33 Conclusion 
Thiss section dealt with two leading examples on the application of the sequential 
pattern,, namely the distance transform and the morphological reconstruction. Both 
algorithmicc implementations reach stability after a number of iterations for any se-
quencingg operator. Morphological image operators, when using the sequential pattern, 
leadd to efficient implementations throughout rational software constructions. 

Tablee 5.1 contains a list of 40 operators, which are often used in mathematical 
morphology.. An evaluation is made in terms of the suitability of the sequential pat-
ternn in the design and implementation of these operators. The sequential pattern is 
applicablee for operators that are iterated until stability. Take notice that this pattern 
iss frequently used in relation with binary images. 

5.55 Discussion and Conclusions 

Thee sequential pattern presented in this chapter constitutes a valuable conceptual 
modell  for the design and implementation of morphological operators within the com-
pletee lattice framework in contrast to the classical approach using a parallel pattern. 
Ourr approach starts by introducing the concept of pixel sequencing operators as a 
wayy to determine the methods of scanning of n-dimensional images. Specializations 
forr row-major and column-major pixel sequencing are given for two-dimensional and 
three-dimensionall  images in such a way that one can easily note the need for such 
sequencingg operators aiming at sequential implementations. From these operators, a 
limitedd number of common scannings (e.g. forward, backward, etc.) are presented. 

Iterativee morphological operators are introduced in order to formalize the sequen-
tiall  implementation. One of the main properties of such operators is the fact that 
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applyingg them more than once to a particular image does not produce any change in 
thee results. When this situation occurs, i.e. the operator is iterated many times until 
idempotence,, one usually says that stability is reached. Operators like distance trans-
formss reach stability after two complete scannings to the image. However, given an 
operatorr that is not idempotent, one often applies it to get an idempotent transform. 
Takingg into account the morphological reconstruction, after a certain number of n 
iterationss of the application of the operator to the same image, the result is invariant 
underr further applications. Such process is obtained by a repeat. .. until ) loop that 
iss used until a condition is met no longer. Iterative operators facilitate the design 
andd implementation of morphological algorithms, with an efficient approach and with 
effectivee image processing and analysis applications. 

Sequentiall  implementations are provided in conformity with the complete lattice 
frameworkk presented in chapter 3, i.e. iterators, pixel lattice, and adjunction are 
usedd as elementary building blocks to specify the necessary requirements to a desired 
implementation.. Moreover, sequential erosions and dilations implementations provide 
aa straightforward basis to reason upon new techniques to speed up computations, 
leadingg to the development of efficient sequential morphological algorithms. It is also 
provenn in this chapter that erosions and dilations, when implemented according to the 
sequentiall  implementation, achieve idempotence after a certain number n of iterations 
forr any sequencing operator. 

Thee morphological sequential pattern provides a useful and efficient way for the 
developmentt of morphological operators and applications. Such pattern gives a cer-
tainn number of common rules that can be used to produce well-designed algorithms 
ass well as implementations. A sequential pattern comprises some important aspects 
off  the reuse of morphological building blocks originated from the complete lattice 
framework.. It also makes clear that no single technique suffices to design morpho-
logicall  algorithms and devise efficient implementations, e.g. in special cases when 
performancee is degraded due to large number of scans needed to reach stability. Such 
casess may be dealt effectively by the queue-based pattern in the following chapter. 
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Tablee 5.1 Table containing an evaluation in terms of the suitability of the sequential 
patternn in the design and implementation of morphological image operators. 

Morphologicall  Operator 
erosion n 
dilation n 
conditionall  erosion 
conditionall  dilation 
distancee transform 
geodesicc distance transform 
opening g 
closing g 
centerr filter 
alternatee sequential filtering (ASF) 
areaa opening 
areaa closing 
openingg by reconstruction 
closingg by reconstruction 
inf-reconstruction n 
sup-reconstruction n 
regionall  minima 
regionall  maxima 
valleyy removal 
peakk removal 
ASFF by reconstruction 
minimaa imposition 
holee fillin g 
edgee off 
morphologicall  gradient 
openingg top-hat 
closingg top-hat 
openn by reconstruction top-hat 
closee by reconstruction top-hat 
ultimatee erosion 
morphologicall  skeleton 
sup-generatingg (hit-miss) 
inf-generating g 
adaptivee threshold 
thinning g 
thickening g 
conditionall  thinning 
conditionall  thickening 
skeletonn by influence zones (SKIZ) 
watersheds s 

Sequentiall  Pattern 
X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 
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